Dear Iowa Educator:

Your results for the 2011-2012 Iowa Assessments™ are enclosed. In your results you will find a variety of reports designed to provide information to a variety of important audiences. The standard reports include:

For students and parents, the **Profile Narrative Report** provides all scores for all tests and a profile of the student's performance. A narrative description of the student's overall level of development, relative status, and strengths and weaknesses are provided. **Press-on Labels** appropriate for inclusion on the *Report to Students and Parents* (downloadable from our website) are also provided.

For students and teachers, the **Performance Summary Reports in Mathematics and Reading** provide detailed information about the students' performance on the Iowa Core in these areas. These are the two content areas that the state of Iowa reports for Adequate Yearly Progress. Use this information to identify how the student performed on specific standards and how their performance compared to others from across the nation.

For teachers, the **Common Core Standards Report** provides a summary at the class, building and system levels of your students' performance as measured against the Common Core Standards. The **List of Student Scores** provides each student's performance as national standard scores (NSSs), national grade-equivalent scores (NGEs), and national percentile ranks (NPRs).

For administrators, **Summary Reports** for the building and system provide the average NSS and corresponding NGEs and NPRs for each grade group. For assessment specialists, a **CD-ROM** (sent separately) for use in further analyzing class, school or district performance will be provided.

In addition to the standard reports, additional optional reports you ordered are included in this mailing. Interpretative information for the various reports and scores can be found at [http://itp.education.uiowa.edu/](http://itp.education.uiowa.edu/) in the *Score Interpretive Guide*.

Please contact Iowa Testing Programs (iowa-testing-programs@uiowa.edu) if you have any questions about the interpretation and use of the information contained in these reports. If you sent more than one order for scoring, results for each of your separate orders will be shipped to you separately.